How to study at the European Campus?
Studying at the European Campus
Student ID and registration

Step 1
Your University of Basel student ID allows you to attend lectures, seminars, classes and the infrastructure of all EC universities (Basel, Freiburg, Haute-Alsace, Strasbourg, KIT Karlsruhe).

Step 2
Now you can have your initial registration at the other EC universities.
Step 3
No specific formalities are required to attend classes at a host university. Simply speak with the instructor the first time you attend the class.

www.unibas.ch/en/Studies/Mobility/Mobility-in-the-Region/Eucor/Eucor-Out-Going.html
Studying at the European Campus
Commuting allowance

Step 4
At the end of every semester you can request the commuting allowance (max. 200,- Fr. Freiburg, Mulhouse; max. 500,- Fr. Strassburg, Karlsruhe).
Required documents:
- original tickets
- copy of student ID University of Basel
- signed/stamped Eucor-Testat
- bank account
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www.unibas.ch/en/Studies/Mobility/Mobility-in-the-Region/Eucor/Eucor-Out-Going.html
Contact

Dr. Miriam Ronsdorf
International Office | Head of Eucor - The European Campus
Petersplatz 1 | CH-4001 Basel | Switzerland
Tel +41 (0)61 267 29 27 und 267 29 12
miriam.ronsdorf@unibas.ch

www.unibas.ch/en/Studies/Mobility/Mobility-in-the-Region/Eucor.html